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Welcome to the November edition of Event Horizon.
Meetings: There’ll be supper available ($1per serve) from 6:30pm prior to the meeting at 7:30pm. Tea & coffee is provided free of charge.
In the News: Comet 21/Borisov
Dark Matters: First All Female Space Walk
Astronomy 2020 Australia: Now available for purchase at the next
meeting for $22 each. Normally $29 elsewhere. Please bring the right
money.
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Membership cards: for membership issues:
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Leyburn Dark Sky Site: Due to the current drought conditions, showers
may not be available at the General Store in Leyburn. Take extra water.
Clear Skies –
Julie Lancaster
(This is a newsletter for members: astrophotography, travel, projects, items for sale, etc. are all
welcome. Send me your photos with the story and I can build your item for publication.)

For Sale - Glenn Burgess
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ABOUT SAS
The SAS was formed in 1986 to promote Amateur Astronomy. The
Society actively encourages Observational Astronomy, Astrophotography,
Telescope and Observatory Construction. Many of our members
specialize in one or more forms of observing and have indeed become
very proficient. Our members have contributed data for lunar & planetary
observations, comet observations, variable star observations and
supernova searching. Some members enjoy building telescopes,
including the optics, observatories and ALL our members have at some
time or other enjoyed a good Astro Camp!
Monthly Meetings - Currently, the Society will be meeting once a month
at Oxenford Pony Club, Charlies Crossing Park, Upper Coomera. Anyone
interested is invited to attend a meeting to see what we do, or to join.
Please contact us for further information. All members and visitors are
invited to contribute items of interest at these meetings. The SAS
Calendar is available on the website.
Membership - The membership fee is $35 annually. Membership cards
are valid for 12 months from the date of payment. Financial members
enjoy the facilities of the SAS website, SAS Library and telescope hire.
SAS Website The SAS Website is a great way to access information
about the upcoming meetings, SAS newsletters, ‘Event Horizon’ (past
and current), SAS outreach, SAS Library information & book lists, Links &
Resources, membership information (fees etc.) and contacts as well as
much more. http://www.sas.org.au/
Library - The SAS library has a good selection of books available as well
some digital media. Members may borrow items for a period of 2 months.
The book list is available as a pdf on the SAS website’s Library Tab.
Telescope hire - There are a number of telescopes available at a
nominal fee for members to hire. Hire fees include a returnable deposit.
SAS Facebook Group - This is a great place to catch up on the latest
astronomy and space news and to share your photos and ideas to the
wider community as well as advertise items for sale.
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Field Nights - These observing nights are held occasionally (weather
permitting), giving members and visitors the opportunity to view the night
sky through telescopes.
Newsletter - 'Event Horizon' is published each month and is available
prior to the meeting dates. The newsletter is emailed out via the SAS
Mailing list (blind copy). All members are encouraged to contribute articles
along with their astrophotography. Please contact us if you would like to
be on the email list. The newsletter is also available on the SAS website
and is posted to the SAS Facebook Page.

Laser Pointers - If members own laser pointers which they use for
astronomy, please see the SAS Secretary. Hand held laser pointers with
an output of greater than 1 milliwatt are restricted items and classed as
weapons. Laser pointers up to 20 milliwatts are permitted for use by
members of ‘recognized astronomical organisations’.
**PLEASE NOTE, SAS TAKES NO
MEMBERS MISUSING LASER POINTERS

RESPONSIBILITY

FOR

Links for both Qld and NSW legislation in relation to laser pointers are
listed here as well as on the website.

Presidential Musings

~

▲

Hello and welcome to another report from your President.
I hope you and those you care about are safe and well amid these shocking bushfire conditions. Our skies have been recently cloaked in smoke
due to all of the bushfires. Let’s all hope the weather turns and we get some rain to extinguish the fires and potentially save properties.
At this meeting: For the first time, we will be holding some workshops after the general business is complete. These will include: setting up a
Dobsonian telescope for visual astronomy; getting a GEM ready for visual/astrophotography; as well as other topics.
We will also be putting on party pies and sausage rolls prior to the general meeting commencing, so arrive a little early to catch up, mingle and grab a bite or three.
It is going to be a big event, do not miss it!
Also, remember we will be bringing shirts in for sizing for those keen to purchase one. Beanies are also available. Note there is a minimum order number for both
and 50% deposit is required.
Last month: I want to thank Tony Kim, Brendan Carr and Geoff Krebs who assisted me with an outreach event at Tallebudgera State School. We showed the
children Jupiter and Saturn through our scopes, gave them a talk and tour of the sky whilst answering their astronomical questions. It was a great evening enjoyed
by the kids, their parents, teachers and all of us.
Also, I personally had the opportunity to enjoy our club’s dark sky location in Leyburn on the new moon weekend. Other SAS members who attended were Tony
Kim, David Bainbridge, Ray Suckling, Greg Bock, Peter Marples and Pat Pearl. If you are keen on getting into astrophotography, and enjoy camping, it is amazing!!!!
Coming Up: We have another opportunity to volunteer with an outreach event at All Saints School on the 20th November. If you are keen to get involved and show
children and adults why we love looking up into the night sky so much, please let us know at the meeting this Saturday.
I look forward to seeing you then. So as I always say... Get your gear out and point it up!
Regards,
Brendan Junge (President)

GENERAL MEETING TIMES
Saturday 16th November @ 7:30pm
Christmas Party Saturday 14th December @ 6:30pm
Leyburn weekends:
29th November to 1st December 2019
27th to 29th December 2019
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In the News -

Hubble Observes 1st Confirmed Interstellar Comet

https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/2019/hubble-observes-1st-confirmed-interstellar-comet

27th October 2019

NASA's Hubble Space Telescope has given astronomers their best look yet at an interstellar visitor — comet 2I/Borisov — whose speed and trajectory indicate it
has come from beyond our solar system.
This Hubble image, taken on Oct. 12, 2019, is the sharpest view of the comet to date. Hubble reveals a central concentration of dust around the nucleus (which is
too small to be seen by Hubble).
Comet 2I/Borisov is only the second such interstellar object known to have
passed through the solar system. In 2017, the first identified interstellar
visitor, an object officially named 'Oumuamua, swung within 24 million
miles of the Sun before racing out of the solar system. "Whereas
'Oumuamua appeared to be a rock, Borisov is really active, more like a
normal comet. It's a puzzle why these two are so different," said David
Jewitt of the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), leader of the
Hubble team who observed the comet.
As the second known interstellar object found to enter our solar system, the
comet provides invaluable clues to the chemical composition, structure and
dust characteristics of planetary building blocks presumably forged in an
alien star system a long time ago and far away.
"Though another star system could be quite different from our own, the fact
that the comet's properties appear to be very similar to those of the solar
system's building blocks is very remarkable," said Amaya Moro-Martin of
the Space Telescope Science Institute in Baltimore.
Hubble photographed the comet at a distance of 260 million miles from
Earth. The comet is falling past the Sun and will make its closest approach
to the Sun on Dec. 7, 2019, when it will be twice as far from the Sun as
Earth.
The comet is following a hyperbolic path around the Sun, and currently is
blazing along at an extraordinary speed of 110,000 miles per hour. "It's
traveling so fast it almost doesn't care that the Sun is there," said Jewitt.

Image of 2I/Borisov Comet / by Hubble Telescope / via NASA
Download the video in HD formats from NASA Goddard's Scientific Visualization Studio

By the middle of 2020 the comet will streak past Jupiter's distance of 500
million miles on its way back into interstellar space where it will drift for
untold millions of years before skirting close to another star system.
Crimean amateur astronomer Gennady Borisov discovered the comet on
Aug. 30, 2019. After a week of observations by amateur and professional
astronomers all over the world, the International Astronomical Union's
Minor Planet Center and the Center for Near-Earth Object Studies at
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California, computed a
trajectory for the comet, which confirms that it came from interstellar space.
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In the News - cont

▲

Until now, all catalogued comets have come
from either a ring of icy debris at the periphery of
our solar system, called the Kuiper belt, or the
hypothetical Oort cloud, a shell of comets about
a light-year from the Sun, defining the dynamical
edge of our solar system.
Borisov and 'Oumuamua are only the beginning
of the discoveries of interstellar objects paying a
brief visit to our solar system, say researchers.
According to one study there are thousands of
such interlopers here at any given time, though
most are too faint to be detected with currentday telescopes.
Observations by Hubble and other telescopes
have shown that rings and shells of icy debris
encircle young stars where planet formation is
underway. A gravitational "pinball game"
between these comet-like bodies or planets
orbiting other stars can hurtle them deep into
space where they go adrift among the stars.
Future Hubble observations of 2I/Borisov are
planned through January 2020, with more being
proposed.

This illustration shows the path of comet 21/Borisov through our Solar System. This visitor came from
interstellar space along a hyperbolic trajectory. It is only the second known intruder to zoom through our Solar
"New comets are always unpredictable," said Max
System (the interstellar object ‘Oumuamua was detected in 2017).
Mutchler, another member of the observing team.
As the graphic shows, the comet’s straight path across interstellar space is slightly deflected by the
"They sometimes brighten suddenly or even begin to gravitational pull of our Sun. The comet is travelling so fast, at over 155 000 kilometres per hour, it will
fragment as they are exposed to the intense heat of eventually leave the Solar System.
the Sun for the first time. Hubble is poised to monitor The panel on the right shows the comet’s position relative to Earth when the NASA/ESA Hubble Space
Telescope observed it on 12 October 2019, when it was 420 million kilometres from Earth.
whatever happens next with its superior sensitivity
Credit: NASA, ESA, J. Olmsted, F. Summers (STScI).
and resolution."
The Hubble Space Telescope is a project of international cooperation between ESA (the European Space Agency) and NASA. NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center
in Greenbelt, Maryland, manages the telescope. The Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI) in Baltimore conducts Hubble science operations. STScI is
operated for NASA by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy in Washington, D.C.
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DARK MATTERS ~ First all Female Space Walk
Historic all-female spacewalk goes ahead after NASA cancelled first attempt due to lack of spacesuits.
ABC News 19 October 2019

In a giant leap for womankind, two women have conducted a spacewalk together for the first time in history.
Key points:
•
The spacewalk lasted more than seven hours
•
Both Ms Koch and Ms Meir were selected as astronaut candidates in 2013
•
Ms Koch is currently trying to set a new record for the longest single spaceflight by a woman, an
expected total of 328 days in space.

NASA astronauts Jessica Meir and Christina Koch embarked on their mission outside of the International
Space Station to replace a faulty battery charge/discharge unit. The spacewalk made Ms Meir the 15th
woman overall to complete one and 14th US woman to do so. It was the fourth spacewalk for Ms Koch.
'Just doing our job'
While the mission etched the astronauts' places in the history books, Ms Meir was more focused on the
task at hand. During a congratulatory call from the White House, she paid homage to the women who had
come before her. "We don't want to take too much credit because there have been many others — female
spacewalkers — before us," she told US President Donald Trump.
"This is just the first time that there have been two women outside at the same time.
"For us, this is really just us doing our job."
The pair were able to extend their mission to complete some "get-ahead tasks" on top of the battery
replacement, with the spacewalk lasting seven hours and 17 minutes. Mission control activated the newly Photo: Ms Meir and Ms Koch's astronaut trainees class
installed battery unit which, according to a NASA statement, is operating properly. NASA's website said,
was the first to include equal numbers of men and
"astronauts typically describe them as the most physically challenging thing they do". This was not the first women. (Twitter: @NASA)
time US astronauts have attempted to conduct an all-female spacewalk.
Back in March this year, NASA was forced to cancel a spacewalk that would have included Ms Koch and fellow astronaut Anne McClain.
It did not go ahead because their spacesuits were not properly fitted.
Both Ms Koch and Ms Meir were selected as astronaut candidates in 2013 on their first spaceflight.
'Hopefully this will now be considered normal' NASA leaders and others around the world have cheered Ms Koch and Ms Meir on.
Women astronauts may be better suited to space than men — but not by much Space is tough on the human body and affects men and women differently, but
research is showing that those differences aren't always what you'd expect. At the same time, many noted that this will hopefully become routine in the future.
America's first female spacewalker from 35 years ago, Kathy Sullivan, was delighted. "It's good to finally have enough women in the astronaut corps and trained for
spacewalking for this to happen," Ms Sullivan said earlier this week. "We've got qualified women running the control, running space centres, commanding the station,
commanding spaceships and doing spacewalks. Tracy Caldwell Dyson, a three-time spacewalker who watched from Mission Control, added: "Hopefully, this will now
be considered normal." NASA Administrator Jim Bridenstine watched the big event unfold from NASA headquarters in Washington. "We have the right people doing
the right job at the right time," he said. "They are an inspiration to people all over the world including me. And we're very excited to get this mission underway."
Ms Koch and Ms Meir were supposed to install more new batteries in a spacewalk next week, but had to venture out three days earlier to deal with an equipment
failure that occurred over the weekend.
"Jessica and Christina, we are so proud of you. You're going to do great today," fellow astronaut Andrew Morgan radioed from inside as the women exited the hatch.
Ms Koch is going to remain in space for an extended duration mission of 11 months, which will set a new record for longest single spaceflight by a woman. It's an
expected total of 328 days in space. She will also provide researchers the opportunity to observe the effects of a long-duration spaceflight on a woman to prepare for
human missions to the Moon and Mars.
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Chandra X-ray Observatory - 5 November ·

Images have been shared on the SAS Facebook Group page and can be
accessed there, if you have a Facebook account. To date, there are now
700+ people enjoying the page. You’ll find upcoming events, items of
interest and plenty of helpful advice from our members. Join the page:
share your ideas and wonderful astrophotography. If you have astronomy/
photography gear to sell, feel free to place your ad on the page.

Right now Chandra is studying a binary system in Aquila! Nearby in the sky, the
Glowing Eye! Planetary nebula NGC 6751 is roughly 600 times as wide as our
solar system & the hot stellar core within is estimated to have a surface
temperature of about 140,000 degrees Celsius (252,000 degrees Fahrenheit)!

The Skeptics' Guide to the Universe
This is the clearest picture of Mars to date.
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Here’s something to test your astronomy knowledge or, at least, test your research skills. These TEN
questions will be posed to the attending members and guests at the next SAS meeting.
1st Rule: first correct answer wins. 2nd Rule: have fun.
The prizes: mini treats - Mars Bars and Milky Way Bars.

November QUIZ - Comets
1

Comet Shoemaker – Levy 9 plunged into which planet in 1994?

2

As a comet passes through the Solar System, the pressure of solar
radiation causes the tail to point which way?

October QUIZ - answers
What is ACHERNAR & where would you find it? Star in the Eridanus
Constellation
In which constellation would you find the Beehive Cluster? Cancer
What is the Crab Nebula and what is its Messier number?
a) supernova remnant on Taurus, b) Messier 1
What is the closest object to the South Celestial Pole?
NGC 2573 Polarissima Australis – galaxy in Octans, very faint at less
than magnitude 13

3

What are the two main regions believed to be the source of comets?

4

An amateur astronomer in Crimea recently discovered an interstellar
comet. What is its name?

5

Halley’s Comet, probably most well-known of comets, comes around
every how many years?

6

Rosetta was a space probe built by the European Space Agency
launched on 2 March 2004. Its lander module studied comet 67P/
Churyumov–Gerasimenko.. What was the name of the lander?

EsB365 is a deep red carbon star situated next to Beta Crux and visible
(magnitude 7) in a small telescope. The deep redness indicates what?
A very ‘cool’ surface temperature

7

In 2007, Australians had a front seat view of the brightest comet for
around 40 years. It was discovered by an astronomer at Siding Spring.
What is the name of the comet?

True or false: Alpha Crux is a double star system. False – it appears as
a triple star system through optical telescopes. It is actually a multi-star
system of 6 components.

8

What are the main components of a comet?

9

In SE Qld, we have a local astronomer who has made several comet
discoveries – 6 to date. What is his name?

ARGO NAVIS (the Ship Argo) is the ancient name for a group of modern
constellations. Name them - a) Carina – the keelb) Puppis – the poop
deck, c) Vela – the sails

10 Name some comets not already mentioned.

Where would you find the Coal Sack and what is it?
a) in the S.E. of Crux constellation (Southern Cross)
b) Dark nebula known as the head of the emu in Aboriginal culture.

The Dumbbell Nebula is found in which constellation?
Vulpecula (the Fox)
ALBIREO is the name of a pair of stars in Cygnus, the Swan. What is
significant about these stars? The brighter primary star is yellow and the
secondary star is light blue

Members’ Gallery
Mark Boothman ~ 27 October ·
Missed out on going to Leyburn due to work, but I did manage to set the scope up at 11pm last night and left it image Orion for 4 hours. I reduced
the exposure time to 15 seconds, but increased the gain.
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Tony Kim ~ 28 October
Another weekend at Leyburn and the return of the infamous Horsehead nebula. I've been processing this image since I got back around 11am. It is now 12am
the next morning. Zero self-control. DAMN YOU ALNITAK!
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Tony Kim ~

Trial running portable narrowband rig with the Canon 70-200mm f4L lens +
ASI1600MM Pro + AZ GTe-EQ. There's definite tilt/spacing curvature issue
between the lens and the camera that I need to solve. Apparently its a
common issue with the cheap ZWO eos adapters. Below is about 2 hours
worth of 1 minute exposures of M42 and Horsehead in Ha.
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Tony Kim ~ 20 October
Latest narrowband image. I keep having to relearn everything from scratch when it comes to processing narrowband since it's always several months in
between projects.
Nebulae in SMC in narrowband SHO hubble palette. 3hrs in each channel Ha, Oiii, Sii
Equipment used: Skywatcher Esprit 100ED, Skywatcher EQ6Pro, ZWO ASI1600MM
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Klaus Schlussler ~ Andromeda
Taken 1 image 18/10/19 weather 3/10
1st image 32 x75 sec

(below)

+ all the usual Darks Bios and Flats

2nd image 23/1019 weather 7/10 (above)
2nd image 45 x90 sec , + all the usual Darks Bios and Flats

Now for all the People around SEQ M31 Andromeda is not a
good target we have a window from 5 October till end October
at the best depending on your position and only up to 2 hours.
so taken the global climate Change (upper Troposphere and
to middle Stratosphere) taken a good image becomes more
and more an elusive task!
Good Luck

▲

Ray Suckling ~ Leyburn

B33, Horse Head Nebula / Orion
Time/Date: 1048 – 1342, 25/10/2019 UT
Exposure: L 6 x 600sec, R 3 x 600sec, G 3 x 600sec, B 3 x 600sec
Camera: SBIG ST8300m, Filter: L, R, G, B
ISO/ASA, Binning: 1 x 1
Lens : Synta ED 80 0.8X Reducer, Aperture 80mm, F/L 480 mm, F6
Guiding: Autoguided through a 50mm Orion mini guider using a
QHY5 camera
Mount: EQ6 (Hypertuned)
Processing
: Aligned and Stacked in Deep Sky Stacker, DDP in
CCDOps, Deconvolution in CCDSharp and Processed in Photoshop
Notes: Camera temp -10C. Smoke haze.

M45, Pleiades / Taurus
Time/Date : 1138 – 1334, 26/10/2019 UT

Exposure: L 6 x 360sec, R 3 x 360sec, G 3 x 360sec, B 3 x 360sec
Camera: SBIG ST8300m, Filter: L, R, G, B
Lens: Synta ED 80 0.8X Reducer, Aperture 80mm, F/L 480 mm, F6
ISO/ASA, Binning : 1 x 1
Guiding: Autoguided through a 50mm Orion mini guider using a QHY5 camera

Mount: EQ6 (Hypertuned)
Processing: Aligned and Stacked in Deep Sky Stacker, DDP in CCDOps,
Deconvolution in CCDSharp and Processed in Photoshop
Notes: Camera temp -10C. Smoke haze.
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Jenny Robinson ~

8 November
Cropped a lot off this single of 47 tuc.
100 seconds f7. Canon70dw the sky was pretty
miserable but just enough to colour the stars. They're
blotchy and flickery but ok for a single.
My first acceptable shot since march.
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Mike Geisel ~
A New Filter.
Tried out ZWO's new DUO band filter recently. It lets in Hydrogen
alpha and Oxygen 111 light only but both a once. It is supposed to
be for people with One Shot Colour cameras who want to try a bit of
narrow band imaging and also good for light pollution. M42 was
1x5min with a bright moon.

M42 just auto colour in Nebulosity 4 after levels stretch.

The tarantula nebulae was 1x15 min with a bright moon, moderate light
pollution and the object fairly low in the sky. Colours were not bad, but a
bit of excess green in the tarantula removed in Pixinsight.
Definitely a worthwhile buy I think if you shoot with a colour camera and
especially if light pollution is a problem. But I think there is no question a
mono camera and filters is better. Sky Watcher Esprit APO 150 EQ8
mount ZWO ASI 1600 mm-c.
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Greg Bock ~

I never get tired of the Trifid
Nebula. Images captured in June
this year, 20 minutes each of Ha,
and RGB. Really need more
subframes to eliminate noise, but
I'm happy just the same.

The dark lanes that trifurcate the
red glowing hydrogen to create
'The Cat's Face' (eyes, nose and
mouth) are prominent in this
image taken under dark skies at
Leyburn. Captured with my GSO
10" RC scope and AtikOne6
camera.

Noeleen Lowndes ~ Pleiades (M45) Open Star Cluster in Taurus

▲

The beautiful Pleiades open star cluster is now at prime viewing in the evening sky in the constellation of Taurus. The nebulosity still surrounding these very
hot blue young stars is just stunning! The Pleiades star cluster is a group of hundreds of stars that were born from the same stellar nebula about 100 million
years ago and is over 400 light years away from us. The Pleiades get there name from Greek legend and are known as the ‘Seven Sisters’. Stories of them
are also found in many other cultures including the indigenous peoples here in Australia. https://japingkaaboriginalart.com/articles/star-dreaming-seven-sisters/
The images were taken
at my stardust
observatory at Leyburn
in September with a
Meade 80mm ED Triplet
refractor telescope and a
Canon 70D camera.
There were 25x3 minute
subs and 15x3 minute
darks captured which
were stacked in DSS and
processed in PS CS4.

To find out more about this amazing star cluster please go to a couple of these websites: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pleiades

https://www.naic.edu/~gibson/pleiades/
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John McLennan ~ 27 October.
After the clouds cleared and the bugs fixed in APT and guiding, I managed to get something for my efforts.
Skywatcher 200PDS, EQ6 pro mount, Stock Cannon 1300d, 23x5min subs, 15 darks, 30 bias, 30 flats
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Glenn Burgess glennb44c@hotmail.com
For sale is my 12" Meade ACF f10 telescope OTA and accessories.
Time to downsize so this great scope can find a new home.
Comes with
Moonlight 2" SCT focusser with High res stepper motor and MiniV2 controller for manual or computer focus adjustment.
Losmandy mounting plate
Astrozap dew shield
2x Meade tube balance bars
8x30 Finderscope
Bahtinov mask
Original padded transport carton.
In great condition. Beautiful optics for sure.
Asking $4200 Neg

SAS website - Update
SAS Members have previously been able to load images onto the SAS website: sas.org.au
That option has now been removed due to hacking and spam. A new process is now available via Instagram.
Here are the steps to generate an access token and get added to the SAS gallery :
Step 1. Login to instagram.com
Step 2. Go to https://www.instagram.com/developer/
Step 3. Click on "Manage Clients" at the top
Step 4. Fill out the form like so (pictured)

Step 5. Click on "Manage Clients" again
Step 6. Click on Register a new Client ID
Step 7. Fill out the form like so (pictured - use your own email address though)
Step 8. Click on "Manage Clients" again
Step 9. Copy the CLIENT ID
Step 10. Click on the "Security" tab

Step 11. Remove the tick for "disable implicit auth"
Step 12. Go to this address but paste the CLIENT ID where it says "YOUR_CLIENT_ID_HERE":

https://www.instagram.com/oauth/authorize/?client_id=YOUR_CLIENT_ID_HERE&redirect_uri=http://
sas.org.au&response_type=token

Step 13. Click AUTHORISE
Step 14. You will be redirected to sas.org.au BUT the address will include the access token eg:

http://sas.org.au/#access_token=24030652.a8d4e59.cea127d33aeb49878bc775bb0226dd14

Step 15. Copy that full address or access token and send it to dylan@dnadigital.com.au and
your account will be added to the SAS gallery.
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Monthly Meetings & Observing Nights held at
Oxenford Pony Club, Charlies Crossing Park, Upper Coomera
For further information contact:
PRESIDENT - Brendan Junge 0414750083
brendan@inmotionfitness.com.au
Membership Officer: Bronwyn Smith starlight4bronwyn@outlook.com
Website http://sas.org.au

MEETINGS:
Committee— 5:30pm
General— 7:30pm

Leyburn New
moon

Other - *Please Note: Extra observing nights & solar days will be
added during the year. Details will be provided in the EH
newsletter.

January

Saturday 19th

4th to 6th

February

Saturday 23rd

1st to 3rd

March

Saturday 23rd

8th to 10th

April

Saturday 13th

5th to 7th

May

Saturday 18th

3rd to 5th

June

Saturday 15th

31st to 2nd

July

Saturday 20th

5th to 7th

August

Saturday 17th

2nd to 4th

September

Saturday 21st AGM

27th to 29th

2 new moon weekends in Sept.

October

Saturday 12th

25th to 27th

InOMN 2019 (Moon Night) Saturday, 5th October

November

Saturday 16th

29th to 1st

December

Saturday 14th

27th to 29th

Easter Holidays 19th to 22nd

New moon weekend is end of May & beginning of June

Christmas Party
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Postal address:
Southern Astronomical Society Inc , PO BOX 867, Beenleigh Qld 4207
Meeting venue: Oxenford Pony Club, Charlies Crossing Rd, Upper Coomera

PRESIDENT - Brendan Junge
brendan@inmotionfitness.com.au
SECRETARY – Bronwyn Smith
starlight4bronwyn@outlook.com

Times: Committee Meeting 5: 00 pm — General Meeting 7.30pm
THE FINE PRINT - Event Horizon is sent by
blind carbon copy email so others cannot see
your email address – if you do not want Event
Horizon emailed please inform the sender.
The Society’s Web Site and Event Horizon may
contain images of or may identify members/friends
attending Society & non-Society events (Meetings,
Astro quiz, Combined Societies Meetings, Field
Nights and Leyburn Astro camps, Astrofest etc); if
you would prefer this not to happen, please advise
the Society in writing.
If members require a copy of the Society’s
Constitution, please contact the Membership Officer
by mail or at a future meeting.
Images presented in Event Horizon and on the SAS
Web Site are presented in good faith as the original
work of the person submitting them. The SAS and
its members accept no responsibility or liability
whatsoever if the person submitting them has used
another person’s property without their permission
or consent. Articles submitted by contributors are
the copyright of the contributor (unless otherwise
specified) and comprise their own technical and/or
other information and are not necessarily the
opinion of SAS or its members.
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LEYBURN - DARK SKY SITE

Next New Moon Weekend: Friday to Sunday, 29th November to 1st December.

LEYBURN is 2.5 hrs drive inland from Brisbane & Gold Coast
This is a privately owned property - our hosts are Debbi & Mark Bolton who live permanently on site. The Dark Sky site is for SAS members
only.
*By entering the site you agree you do so at your own risk.

PROTOCOL:
•

ACCESS: The property can only be accessed on new moon weekends unless otherwise pre-arranged.

•

TO BOOK IN, ring Debbi on 0428 248526 and for more information about directions and any inquires that you have about going out to the
property .

•

DAY & NIGHT ARRIVAL LOCK ALL GATES: dip lights at the gate to main observing field - you will be greeted & guided to a park

•

CHECK IN with Mark & Debbi and introduce yourself & pay your entry fees when you arrive. (This is for your safety and the owners)

•

COST : $10 contribution per adult per night or $15 for the new Moon weekend to help with the cost of maintaining the observing field.
(Please pay Debbi on arrival or place in honour tin, which will be near the toilet)

OTHER INFORMATION
•
•

ACCOMMODATION: BYO tent, caravan OR CABINS in town cost $85 per room - book on 07 46950155
WEATHER : very extreme compared to Brissy, VERY hot/cold - come prepared

•

KITCHEN VAN onsite with cooking gas, pots, pans, plates, utensils

•

POWER: BYO Batteries – bring your own power!!

•

DRINKING WATER: BYO

•

LOO : YES flushing onsite - with loo paper

•
•
•

SHOP: 5km away - well stocked general store has hot showers ($2) with great burgers, ice etc & local hotel with great value meals. Shop open 7am
- 7pm Mon - Fri, 8am - 5pm Sunday. During drought conditions, the showers may not be available.
MOBILE PHONE: NEXT G works well (& internet) others barely
CAUTIONS: heat / cold, flies / mozzies & the occasional snake. *So please take care in and around the toilet and under caravans, cars, and wear
stout footwear! Also, winters are very cold (down to -6), so bring lots of warm clothes & bedding for an enjoyable weekend.

▲

Astronomy Gear
Astro Anarchy carries a vast range of accessories, an expanded range of tubes and
mounts and binoculars by the dozen and offers mail order if you wish. Now at Shop
240, Level 2, Myer Centre, Brisbane. Phone Mike or Pete 0412 085 224.
Dark Sky Star Parties are conducted at Wyaralong Dam west of Beaudesert once a
month and information can be found on Facebook (Astro Anarchy) or on their
website.
Sirius Optics has had a great tradition of supporting the requirements of the
astronomy community. Discounts for SAS members are available on some items.
Located at 1/26 Darnick St, Underwood QLD 4119 Ph 3423 2355
Bintel for all your astronomical gadgets. Telephone: (02) 9518 7255, Fax: (02) 9518
5711.
Email: info@bintel.com.au (use coupon code SAS30 for 10% off ) Street address:
84 Wentworth Park Road Glebe NSW 2037

Annual Astronomy/Science Festivals
Queensland Astrofest held at Lions Camp Duckadang near Linville is an annual
event held over a period of approximately 10 days, usually in late July or early
August. Check the link for details.
Starfest Siding Spring: StarFest is the weekend (October long weekend each year)
extravaganza of events hosted by Siding Spring Observatory during Festival of the
Stars and includes the popular Bok Lecture, the exciting Science in the Pub and the
full array of Open Day activities that occur on top of Siding Spring Observatory.
World Science Festival Brisbane is being held in Brisbane 6 years during March.
For those interested in other fields of science as well as astronomy, videos of some
of the past lectures are now available on line. http://www.worldsciencefestival.com/

Astrophotography

AstroToaster AstroToaster is a freeware application for obtaining semi-live views of
astronomical images using a DSLR, CCD (or any camera that can produce static
astronomical images)

Astronomical Observatories
Sir Thomas Brisbane Planetarium: located in the Brisbane Botanic Gardens, Mt
Coot-tha. It features entertaining and informative programs for children and adults.
One of the venue's highlights is the optical star projector used to recreate a stunning
realistic night sky on the 12.5 metre diameter projection dome. Sir Thomas Brisbane
Planetarium

Kingaroy Observatory opened for business on 29 June 2015 at the Kingaroy
Airport. Contact Jim Barclay on 4164 5595 or 0427 961391.
Mount Stromlo Observatory (MSO) is the headquarters of the Research School of
Astronomy and Astrophysics, located approximately 18km southwest of the centre of
Canberra, in the ACT. Since much of the site was damaged in the 2003 Canberra
bushfires, reconstruction of MSO has included the development of the Advanced
Instrumentation Technology Centre and rebuilding the heritage Commonwealth Solar
Observatory building. Tours and observing nights are available via the website.
Siding Spring Observatory located atop Mt Woorut (~1160m) 27km west of
Coonabarabran on the eastern edge of the Warrumbungle National Park is
Australia's premier optical and infrared astronomical observatory. Check the website
for tours.
Sydney Observatory Sky Maps and much more
Parkes Radio Telescope - Parkes radio telescope is an icon of Australian science,
and one part of the Australia Telescope National Facility. Follow the link for more
details:
Twinstar Quest house & Observatory at Ballendeen near Stanthorpe offers a wide
range of activities including stargazing, bush walks, national parks and wineries as
well as star gazing with the owner or on your own.
28146 New England Highway, Ballandean, Queensland 4382, Australia
Email: twin-star@bigpond.com Phone: 07 4684 1135

Free/low cost science
BrisScience - presented by the University of Queensland. The talks are held once a
month on a Monday night at the Qld State Library – The Edge, at Southbank near the
Art gallery and Qld museum. Free entry, just needs people to register. There’s
usually a supper provided as well which gives the general public an opportunity to
speak to the presenters. Also, the talks are available online from the website.
The Science Nation - Join world leading researchers, gifted comedians, and
professional science communicators as they battle wits and wittiness to uncover the
top science stories. Hosted by well-known figure of stage and science, Dr Joel
Gilmore, you’ll be guaranteed a night of entertainment, competition and comedy –
and perhaps even education! Venue: The Edge, State Library of Queensland, South
Brisbane. tickets: $10 online, $15 at the door (cash only).

Special Interest

BOSS Supernova Search : Amateur collaboration of 6 friends from Australia and
New Zealand who have worked together as a group since mid 2008 to search,
discover, record, and report new supernovae in the southern sky.
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